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1   Abstract 

     As an effort to gain a better understanding of the processes that enable and sustain coal bed 

methanogenesis in the western Powder River Basin, a steady-state groundwater flow model 

using MODFLOW 2005 was constructed.  The model covers the middle Tongue River 

Watershed of north-central Wyoming and southeastern Montana and is comprised of five 

heterogeneous layers.  The model is designed to determine the location of recharge and quantify 

the volume and velocity of groundwater fluxes to, from and within methanogenic coal beds.  

Analysis of the model’s results indicates a groundwater regime dominated by horizontal flow, 

with little hydrologic connection between the methanogenic coal beds and the near-surface 

aquifers and stream recharge.  The model predicts only 3.88 cubic feet per seconds (cfs) or 2.17 

percent of the total steady state flux within the modeled domain percolates downward to 

potentially reach the methanogenic coal beds.  Most of this downward flux is predicted to occur 

at the base of the Bighorn Mountains.  Additionally, the model predicts that the transit time to 

and resultant groundwater age within the methanogenic coal beds in the study area is on the 

order of thousands of years (predicted minimum age of 8,967 years). 
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2   Introduction 
 

     Future sustainability as well as security of conventional energy supplies has manifested into a 

global concern with the recent advent of unprecedented demand from rising economic powers 

such as China and India (Correljé, 2006).  Competition from expanding overseas markets has 

evoked an increased interest in the United States (U.S.) to limit dependence on foreign energy 

supplies (Executive Office of the President, 2014).  The pursuit of this initiative has been 

successful with over 84% of the U.S.' energy sourcing from domestic supplies (Energy 

Information Administration, 2014).  However, further effort is needed to fulfill the ultimate goal 

of energy independence.    

     Coal bed methane provides a plethora of domestically sourced fuel for sustained economic 

development, with over 100 trillion cubic feet of economically viable reserves in the contiguous 

U.S. alone (U.S. Department of Energy, 2005).  U.S. infrastructure has recently become more 

embracing of methane or natural gas consumption due to the decreased emissions released from 

methane combustion, as opposed to coal.  Further economic interest has surrounded methane due 

to its declining cost, largely the result of recent market flooding from shale and tight gas 

extraction (Zoback, et al., 2010).  However, unlike shale and tight gas extraction, coal bed 

methane does not require hydraulic fracturing since coal bed matrices possess a much greater 

effective porosity and resultant fugacity capacity, culminating in bound methane escaping 

through the coal matrix cleats and potentially into a production well (U.S. Department of Energy, 

2005). 

     Of the six largest coal bed methane fields of the United States, the Powder River Basin has 

been the second most economically productive (Figure 1), where over 2.3 trillion cubic feet of 

methane had been cumulatively extracted at the end of 2006 (Energy Information 
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Administration, 2007).  However, the coal bed methane of the Powder River Basin has largely 

been untapped as an estimate of over 18.5 trillion cubic feet of commercially accessible methane 

remained in the Powder River Basin as of January of 2007 (Energy Information Administration, 

2007).  Much of this untapped volume in the Powder River Basin has remained undeveloped 

since 2007 as coal bed methane extraction has drastically waned since its peak in 2008 due to 

economic competition from lower cost shale gas extraction (Hydro Solutions, 2009). 

 
Figure 1.  Map of location and extent of Powder River Basin Geologic Province (from Haacke, et 

al., 2013) 

 

     Despite the current insurmountable economic competition of extraction from shale and tight 

gas deposits, future methane development may be more promising for coal bed methane 

extraction.  Unlike shale and tight gas, coal bed methane sources mostly from microbial activity, 

and the methane of arguably all of the currently produced coal beds of the Powder River Basin 

are biogenic (Rice, 2002).  As a result, microbial communities may be stimulated to generate 

more methane, enhancing the well's longevity and potentially re-supplying a heavily extracted 

coal bed with more methane.  However, the continued existence of methanogenic 
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microorganisms is dependent on an unaltered presence and chemistry of groundwater moving 

through the coal bed matrix (Jarrell and Kalmokoff, 1988).  

     In the upper most regions of the coal beds, nearest to the locations of recharge, the presence 

of aqueous oxygen in the groundwater permits microorganisms to oxidize other aqueous solutes 

and possibly the carbon of the coal matrix.  These oxidizing microorganisms quickly exhaust the 

greatly limited supply of aqueous oxygen, creating an anoxic environment downgradient.  This 

anoxic environment is conducive for other microorganisms to reduce such subsequent solutes as 

nitrate, manganese, iron and eventually sulfate, following the redox ladder.  Once the 

concentration of sulfate within the groundwater of the coal bed has been substantially exhausted, 

methanogens can begin to out-compete the sulfate reducing microorganisms and effectively 

reduce the carbon of the coal matrix to produce methane (Jarrell and Kalmokoff, 1988). 

     While the coal seams provide an unlimited supply of carbon for methanogens, aqueous 

nutrients necessary for the effective metabolic function and survival of microbial communities 

can become highly limited.  It has been hypothesized that as groundwater moves through a coal 

seam, microorganisms that are further downgradient have a more limited supply of aqueous 

nutrients such as phosphate and iron (Meredith, et al., 2011).  Upgradient methanogens can 

sequester necessary nutrients within individual communities, permitting less aqueous solutes to 

continue downgradient via advection.  Consequently, the most effective regions for 

methanogenesis are nearer to sources of recharge but far enough downgradient that sulfate 

concentrations have been sufficiently diminished.  This phenomenon creates an environment 

where biogenic methane production is limited not by carbon but by the concentration of 

secondary essential solutes (Meredith, et al., 2010).  Under this scenario, potentially narrower 

sections of a coal bed more approximate to the location of recharge may possess a higher rate of 
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methanogenesis than a thicker section further downgradient.  Likewise, by determining the 

locations of recharge to the coal beds, the locations of the most productive communities of 

methanogens may be inferred. 

     Some of the most upgradient and methanogenically productive coal beds of the Powder River 

Basin geologic province exist within the Tongue River Watershed of north-central Wyoming and 

southern Montana (Figure 2) (Flores, 2004).  Comparatively shallow coal bed depths (roughly 

200-500 feet) also permit the Tongue River Watershed to be one of the most economically 

conducive regions for coal bed methane extraction when juxtaposed with the thousands of feet of 

depth to the downgradient coal beds in the central portions of the Powder River Basin (USGS 

Energy Program, 2013).  Understanding groundwater flow through the permeable matrices of the 

Tongue River Watershed is integral towards understanding the presence and continued existence 

of economically practical coal bed methane. 

 
Figure 2. Map of Tongue River Watershed at western edge of Powder River Basin--"monitoring 

sites" indicate locations of United States Geological Survey stream gages (from Nimick, 2004) 

 

     To further this understanding, a finite-difference, groundwater-flow model was constructed 

using MODFLOW 2005 (Harbaugh, 2005).   The model is designed to simulate groundwater 
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flow across the entirety of the middle Tongue River Watershed and incorporates all groundwater 

flow from near-surface, stream-groundwater fluxes to some of the deepest methanogenic coal 

seams, roughly 5,000 feet below land surface.  The model provides a deterministic means of 

exploring the mechanisms that permit methanogenesis and quantifies the groundwater flux 

necessary to sustain it.  In order to more aptly understand the flux quantities that permit sustained 

methanogenesis, the model is designed to simulate a natural, assumedly steady-state condition of 

the watershed, prior to commercial coal bed methane extraction.  Conversely, the model is also 

capable of examining the methanogenic coal beds' impact towards the regional hydrology of the 

watershed.  Understanding this relation is especially important in terms of the effects of the 

discharge of sodium-bicarbonate rich groundwater from methanogenic coal beds to local 

ecologically-sensitive streams and human applications of local surface water (Meredith and 

Kuzara, 2013).  The resultant groundwater flow regime predicted by the model was traced with 

simulated "particles" using the MODFLOW post-processor, MODPATH (Pollock, 2010).  

MODPATH permits the projections of the trajectories, source locations and velocities of 

simulated "particles."  By analyzing the volume, directionality and velocity of groundwater 

fluxes within the steady-state model, four main questions could be answered: 

 In which regions exists the greatest potential for groundwater in the upper aquifers to 

percolate downward into the deeper methanogenic coalbeds, such as the Dietz and 

Canyon seams? 

     By discovering which general area of the watershed provides the greatest potential for 

downward groundwater flow, the model grants the ability to estimate which region is the most 

susceptible to anthropogenic stresses on the methanogenic microbial community.  Consequently, 

a theoretical well placed within this sensitive zone would possess the greatest potential to greatly 
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impact the chemistry and quantity of groundwater within coal beds downgradient from the zone.  

A change in groundwater chemistry or quantity could have disastrous effects towards 

methanogenesis if such variables as the concentration of aqueous sulfate is increased. 

 

 What is the annual quantity of groundwater that flows downward into the deep 

methanogenic coalbeds? 

     A steady-state estimate of downward groundwater flux provides an estimate of the quantity of 

groundwater that must percolate downward to sustain the current rate of methanogenesis.  If this 

quantity is jeopardized by such means as groundwater pumping or mine de-watering, 

methanogenesis is jeopardized. 

 

 What quantity of groundwater annually discharges and recharges from each of the 

perennial streams of the modeled domain? 

     The simulated flux between the streams and the regional aquifer grants an understanding of 

the streams' dependence on groundwater discharge and potentially the methanogenic coal beds' 

dependence on streambed leakage.  Discharge from deeper aquifers is of particular interest due 

to the potential introduction of highly saline water into the stream system. 

 

 How long is groundwater in transit from the moment of recharge to the moment the water 

reaches a region of known methanogenesis, exits the model domain or discharges into a 

stream? 

     An estimate of residence time provides an estimate of the minimum amount of time necessary 

for a theoretical particle of water to travel subterraneously to reach a portion of a coalbed of 

known methanogenesis.  Additionally, the calculated residence time provides a perception of the 

source of recharge that constitutes the groundwater of methanogenic coal beds.  For example, if 
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the calculated residence time is on the order of thousands of years, such current anthropogenic 

variables as agricultural return flows, shallow wells and recharge basins probably have little to 

no impact towards coal bed methanogenesis. 

 

2.1 Site Description 

 
     The Powder River Basin is a geologic province that stretches from its southern terminus in 

east central Wyoming, roughly 5 miles north of the southern border of Converse County, to its 

northern terminus roughly 40 miles north of the southern border of Custer County in 

southeastern Montana (See Figure 1).  The province covers an area of about 19,500 square miles, 

roughly the combined size of New Hampshire and Vermont (18,924 mi
2
) (USGS Energy 

Program, 2013).  The Tongue River Watershed lies along the northwestern edge of the Powder 

River Basin and covers an area of 5,397 square miles, approximately the size of Connecticut 

(5,543 mi
2
) (See Figure 2). 

     The mid-stream point within the Tongue River at  44°54'7.4” N and 107° 1'45.9" W (WGS84) 

represents the starting point of the upper most reach of the simulated segment of the river.  The 

watershed boundary between this point and the mid-stream point at 45°28'20.8" N and 

106°22'35.5" W (WGS84) within the Tongue River delineates the boundary of the model 

domain.  The total modeled region covers a surface area of 1,972 square miles.  This domain’s 

western edge is mostly characterized by the crest of the Wolf Mountains that separates the 

Tongue River drainage basin from the Little Bighorn basin (Figure 3).  This crest reaches 

elevations over 5,400 feet above sea level and dips gently to the east towards the Tongue River.  

The western slope of the ridge is dramatically steep as the mountains drop down towards the 

Little Bighorn River.  The domain’s eastern and southeastern boundaries are characterized by the 

less distinct matrix of ridges that divide the modeled watershed with the Powder River watershed 
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to the east and southeast.  Notably, the high points of all of these mentioned boundaries are 

comprised of permeable lithified sediments, meaning trans-basin groundwater movement is 

highly likely, if not inevitable.  Trans-basin groundwater flow was simulated within the model 

and is paramount to the model’s operation. 

 
Figure 3.  Map of Modeled Domain--delineated by watershed boundary of Tongue River system 
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       The base of the Bighorn Mountains represents the southwestern terminus of the model 

domain.  This mountain range provides the majority of the recharge that becomes the eventual 

baseflow and perennial groundwater of the streams and permeable soil matrices of the modeled 

region (Woessner, et al., 1981).  This mountain range also provides the surface flow of the 

largest tributaries of the Tongue River, including the Prairie Dog, Soldier, Beaver and Big and 

Little Goose Creeks.  The Bighorn Mountains are the only domain boundary that can be assumed 

to be a "no-flow" condition, with arguably no trans-basin groundwater moving from the modeled 

region of the Tongue River Watershed to the Bighorn River Watershed on the western side of the 

Bighorn Mountains. 

     The upland area between the Bighorn Mountains and the Tongue River is dominated by 

irrigated agriculture, as is viewable from aerial imagery.  Much of this irrigation sources from 

surface water diversions that feed into over fifteen major canals.  The low salinity of the 

agriculturally allocated surface water of these uplands permits irrigators to administer both flood 

and sprinkler irrigation techniques (Hydro Solutions, 2009).  Return flows from the irrigated 

regions are highly pertinent to the baseflow of Tongue River and its tributaries. 

     Natural recharge is also a strong contributing factor to the baseflows of the streams of the 

watershed.  This recharge sources mostly in the form of snowfall in the Wolf and Bighorn 

Mountains and the highlands on the eastern periphery of the watershed.  Faults and fractured 

sediments, such as clinker formations act as primary macropores through which recharge can 

occur from accumulated snowmelt (Heffern and Coates, 2004).   

 

2.1.1  Hydroclimatology 

 

     The region of the middle Tongue River Watershed can be predominately described as a cold, 

semi-arid, continental climate.  On average, the watershed, apart from the Bighorn Mountains 
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receives between 25 to 50 centimeters (about 10 to 20 inches) of precipitation per year, 

depending on elevation (Schell and Lockwood, 1997).  Precipitation is not evenly distributed 

during the year.  Instead, over 70 percent of this precipitation occurs during the winter months in 

the form of snowfall (Schell and Lockwood, 1997). 

     The greatest source of atmospheric loss of fallen precipitation is not evaporation but 

sublimation during the winter months (Hydro Solutions, 2009).  Sublimation as well as 

evaporation is exacerbated by the high degree of dry wind that passes across the valley.  The 

plethora of wind in the site vicinity is often the product of Chinook, foehn winds that flow 

downward from the nearby towering Bighorn, Absaroka and Wind River Mountain Ranges.  The 

watershed's location along the leeward side of each of these ranges provides the conditions 

necessary to produce foehn winds.  Additionally, the presence of these foehn winds produces 

intermittent periods of thawing during the winter months.  As a result, recharge from winter 

snowmelt is not limited to solely the spring. 

     Excessive wind in the region also stems from the watershed's continental longitudinal location 

and relatively high elevation.  The jet stream generally passes directly and intermittently over the 

state of Wyoming during the fall, spring and winter months.  Consequently, the steep 

atmospheric pressure gradient siphons air across the entire region.  Additionally, the geographic 

break of the Rocky Mountains across central Wyoming provides another means of funneling air, 

and creating wind. 

     The combined effects of all of this wind have major implications for the hydrogeology of the 

region.  Cold sublimating snow, common to the Tongue River Watershed is easily susceptible to 

being suspended in airflow after initial snowfall.  Snow is consequently often restricted to 

accumulate solely in areas sheltered from the seemingly incessant wind gusts.  These sheltered 
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areas require a relatively cragged topography, such as within mountains or in very hilly areas.  

Such cragged areas exist primarily along the periphery of the simulated domain and are 

consequently assumed to be the location of the majority of the natural recharge of the basin, 

apart from the much greater mountain system recharge of the Bighorn Mountains. 

 

2.1.2  Hydrogeology 

 

     The modeled domain of the middle Tongue River Watershed lies within the Powder River 

Basin geologic province.  The province is comprised of a single massive syncline that stretches 

from the isostatically uplifting granitic plutons of the Bighorn Mountains along the western edge, 

to the eastern edge at base of the Black Hills and the Devil's Tower region of northeastern 

Wyoming/western South Dakota.  The syncline dips very gradually to the north-northeast 

towards southeastern Montana. The Tongue River Watershed is situated at the far northwestern 

periphery of the province.  Consequently, the geologic facies of the modeled region dip to the 

east towards the center of the syncline and northeast in the same direction as the dip of the 

syncline (Flores, et al., 2010). 

     Moderately lithified shales and sandstones dominate the surface topography of the studied 

region within the Eocene Wasatch and Paleocene Fort Union Formations (Flores, 2004).  Most 

surface formations are moderately fissile with the greatest exception being the exceptionally 

fissile clinker formation.  The clinker is a unique, intensely fractured, contact metamorphosed 

shale.  This intense fracturing was the product of the geologically recent combustion of overlying 

lignite and sub-bituminous deposits, most likely sparked by common grass fires during the late 

Pleistocene to early Holocene (Jones, et al., 1984).  Clinker outcrops are intermittently 

distributed throughout the southern third of the modeled domain but become more widespread in 
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the northern regions of the domain, north of the Montana border within the Wasatch Formation 

(Jones, et al., 1984). 

     The economically viable methanogenic coal beds of the region lie entirely within the Tongue 

River Member of the upper Fort Union Formation, beneath the younger Wasatch Formation.  

From youngest to oldest, the three main coal seams of greatest interest are the Roland, Smith and 

Dietz.  The Dietz coal bed is the thickest and contains the most methanogenic regions of the 

shallow commercially accessible methanogenic coal beds (Flores, et al., 2010).  However, the 

Dietz is far from homogenously distributed and instead splits into as many as four documented 

individual coal seams.  The Dietz also merges with the deeper Canyon coal bed within the 

eastern quarter of the simulated domain (Flores, et al., 2010).  Each of the coal seams is 

comprised of well-fractured sub-bituminous coal.  Deeper coal seams such as the Dietz, Canyon, 

Otter, Wall and Pawnee coals possess a higher degree of notable faults and fractures within the 

domain due to the greater amount of time that the coal seams have endured the effects of the 

orogeny and isostasy of the neighboring mountains (Flores, et al., 2010).  This principle is 

furthered by the realization that some of the deeper seams were already beginning to lithify 

during the end of the Laramide Orogeny and were subsequently a more brittle lignite, while the 

younger seams might have still been in the process of deposition (Flores, et al., 2010). 

     Quaternary fluvial and alluvial deposits are also characteristic of many of the upper aquifers 

of the Tongue River Watershed.  These deposits exemplify the topography and permeable soil 

matrices at the base of the Bighorn Mountains and lowlands surrounding all of the major streams 

and rivers.  The hydraulic conductivities of these younger deposits exist as a sharp contrast when 

juxtaposed to the underlying Early Neogene, Middle Paleogene lithified deposits.  Despite the 

fractures, most of the lithified matrices possess average horizontal hydraulic conductivity values 
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on the order of 10
-4

 feet per day, while the Quaternary deposits possess values on the order of 

roughly 10
1
 feet per day (Wheaton and Donato, 2004).  Simulated hydraulic conductivity values 

are coincident with the values calculated by Wheaton and Donato (2004) but were elicited 

through model calibration.  (All hydraulic conductivity values input into the model can be found 

in the appendix)   

     The presence of intermittently dispersed shales in the vertical direction creates exceptionally 

low vertical hydraulic conductivity values (10
-7

 ft/day) in the study area (Brenneis, 1997).  Low 

overall vertical hydraulic conductivity is further exacerbated by unsaturated regions between 

overlying aquifers (Brenneis, 1997).  These unsaturated regions between aquifers can possess 

permeability values of essentially zero and ultimately create a large potential for error when 

deterministically estimating groundwater residence times.  The transit period within an 

unsaturated zone can be on the order of thousands of years due to the limited supply of 

connected pores and resultant extremely low hydraulic conductivity (Brenneis, 1997).  These 

unsaturated zones could potentially be the product of the continuous presence of solute 

outgassing of groundwater from such means as the reduction of aqueous sulfate to produce 

hydrogen sulfide and of course, methanogenesis, following the redox ladder as mentioned earlier 

(Jarrell and Kalmokoff, 1988).  Currently, little published research has been performed to either 

prove or disprove this hypothesis (See section 5.7.1). 
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3   Methods 
 

     MODFLOW 2005 (Harbaugh, 2005) was used to create a finite-difference groundwater flow 

model comprised of 137,482 active cells distributed over five layers, with layer 1 representing 

the upper most aquifers and layer 5, the deepest.  Layers one through four each contain cells 

whose top boundary is representative of a section of land surface.  The number of active cells 

consistently increases for each consecutive layer, except for layers 4 and 5, which comprise the 

entirety of the horizontal model domain (Figures 4-8).  The model is defined entirely in the units 

of feet and days.  Each cell has the uniform dimensions of 1320 by 1320 feet in the x-y plane.  

Vertical dimensions varied greatly between individual cells (from 10 to nearly 600 feet).  

Groundwater Vistas 6 (Rumbaugh and Rumbaugh, 2011) was used as a graphical user interface 

to assemble the MODFLOW packages (except the Stream Flow Routing) and visualize the 

model output. 

 
Figure 4. Active cells of Layer 1--black region represents "no-flow" cells where deeper layers are 

simulated to be at the surface, blue regions represent cells that contain simulated streams 
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Figure 5.  Active cells of Layer 2 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Active cells of Layer 4 

 

 
Figure 6. Active cells of Layer 3-purple 

regions indicate cells that simulate the 

presence of Tongue River Reservoir 

 
Figure 8. Active cells of Layer 5 

     MODPATH 5 was used as a post-processor of the results of the calibrated groundwater flow 

model to track the trajectory of modeled "particles" of water across the model domain (Pollock, 

2010).  MODPATH 5 was also used to estimate residence time and determine the locations of 

the greatest potential for the percolation of groundwater from upper aquifers into deeper layers, 

emblematic of probabilistically methanogenic coal seams. 
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3.1  Layer Structure 
 

     Layer one is comprised of 19,317 active cells whose top elevation is entirely defined by the 

elevation of the land surface (See Figure 4).  The area covered by each consecutively deeper 

layer consistently increases to a total of 31,550 cells in layers 4 and 5, covering the entirety of 

the horizontal domain.  The land surface elevation was defined by superimposing a 10m
2
 digital 

elevation map (DEM) over the model grid (Figure 9).  The average elevation of the DEM raster 

within each model cell defined the input surface elevation of each cell. 

 
Figure 9.  Digital elevation map of the modeled domain 
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     Drill core data was used to interpolate four rasters based off the elevations of the Roland, 

Smith, Dietz and Canyon coal beds.  Coal bed heterogeneity and numerous pinch outs of the 

Roland and Smith coal seams elicited indecipherably steep subsurface topography that would 

inevitably deter successful model convergence.  Consequently, the interpolated rasters were 

smoothed to produce a halved-conical shape that slopes relatively steeply towards the center of 

the domain near the Tongue River and gently downward to the northeast, following the dip of the 

syncline of the Powder River Basin. 

     Coal bed heterogeneity was especially apparent in the measured thickness of the coal seams at 

each of the drill core sites.  Many of the measured coal seam thicknesses were less than one foot.  

A MODFLOW layer, especially when simulated under steady-state conditions would fail to 

converge at such a narrow thickness due to the risk of unintentionally simulating matrix de-

watering.  As an effort to combat this realization, each layer was expanded in the vertical 

direction so that the intended coal seam would exist near the vertical center of each simulated 

cell. 

     The assumption of a near-conical subterranean topography was applied to the top three layers 

based off the defined rasters and more importantly, measured static water levels within the 

modeled domain (Haacke and Scott, 2013) (Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology Database, 

2014).  However, the static water levels of deeper wells that were screened in the Dietz, Canyon 

and Wall coal beds exhibited a "dual" hydraulic gradient.  This "dual" gradient was first noted by 

measured water levels that decreased to both the northeast, similar to the top three layers and to 

the southeast towards Gillette, Wyoming.  This southeastern gradient is contrary to the flow in 

the aquifers above the lithified media surrounding the Dietz coal seam and contrary to the 

surface topography of the landscape.  However, the hypothesis of a "dual" gradient was further 
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exemplified by examining rasters constructed from the drill logs collected by Haacke and Scott 

(2013) of the Dietz and Wall coal seams that dipped southeastward towards the center of the 

Powder River Basin syncline.   As a result, the bottom two layers were designed to create a 

"saddle" approximate to the location beneath Tongue River Reservoir.  From this "saddle" the 

layer slopped downward to the northeast and south-southeast in a C-shape (Figure 10).  

 
Figure 10.  Raster of bottom elevation of layer 4--the bottom of layer 5 has very a similar 

topographic structure and is generally 500 feet lower than the bottom of layer 4 
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     The input thickness of the top four layers varies greatly from nearly 600 to 10 feet.  Cells with 

the greatest thickness are generally situated near the periphery of the model domain at the feet of 

the Bighorn Mountains and the entirety of the Wolf Mountains.  In the top layer, these thick 

peripheral cells are representative of the large vadose zones that exist due to the accumulation of 

proximal alluvial fan sediment and the lack of upgradient sources of groundwater, especially at 

the crest of the Wolf Mountains.  The cells of deeper layers are also simulated to be thicker at the 

model periphery to represent the high likelihood of vertical regions of unsaturation between 

aquifers, as indicated from vastly varying static water levels (often greater than 100 feet) within 

adjacent wells recorded within the Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology (MBMG) database 

(2014). 

     Cells thicknesses are thinnest near stream boundaries, including cells directly beneath a 

simulated stream.  Exceedingly narrow thicknesses beneath stream boundaries produce simulated 

hydraulic head elevations that exceed the stated elevation of the top of the cell.  Consequently, 

the model predicts an upward groundwater flux towards the layer of the stream, which can 

potentially result as discharge into the stream.  This upward flux is important to the functionality 

of the model due to the presence of evapotranspiration boundary conditions that can often cause 

a shallow cell adjacent to a stream to be disproportionately de-watered and potentially cause the 

model to fail to converge.  The influx of the thinned layers also combat the potential model 

failure elicited by the relatively low hydraulic conductivity of the stream channel (0.035348 

ft/day) where modeled recharge from the streams may not be able to otherwise overcome the 

evapotranspiration flux (roughly 0.02 ft/day). 
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3.2  Boundary Conditions 
 

     The model is bounded by 587 general head boundaries (GHBs).  However, since the model 

simulates a steady-state condition, Cauchy and Neumann boundary conditions behave in the 

same manner.  As a result, the GHB conditions can be representative of constant fluxes from 

regions outside the saturated zones of the modeled domain.  The general head boundaries were 

permitted to remain in the model instead of being replaced by constant flux or "well" boundary 

conditions since the model became unstable and failed to converge under steady state conditions 

when all of the GHBs were replaced. 

     Generally, a boundary condition represents the horizontal flow of groundwater within a 

saturated zone that moves into the model space.  For the GHBs located at the simulated location 

of the base of the Bighorn Mountains, this is indeed the case.  Mountain front recharge and 

mountain block recharge through the massive network of fractures of the mountain range provide 

horizontal groundwater flow to each of the layers.  However, GHBs were also placed along the 

borders of the model in the areas representing the Wolf Mountains and the highlands separating 

the Tongue and Powder River Watersheds.  The incoming fluxes from these boundary conditions 

represent fluxes from unsaturated zones above each of the numerous yet vertically isolated 

aquifers of the region.  While the exact location of these regions of flux from unsaturated zones 

is unknown, the locations of the GHBs lie at the edge of the model to deter the potential for the 

existence of dry cells and the subsequent inability for the model to converge. 

     Recharge cells were also included in the model to represent natural and agricultural recharge.  

Only agriculture irrigated with surface water was included in the simulation.  However, over 98 

percent of all of the irrigated cropland within the modeled domain is irrigated via surface water 

allocations, which arguably justifies the omission of irrigation from groundwater within the 
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model (Hydro Solutions, 2009).  Of the total volume of water diverted from the perennial 

streams and allocated for irrigation, 50 percent was assumed to percolate past the root zone and 

recharge the regional aquifer in the form of "return flows."  This value is more than likely far 

greater than actual irrigation efficiency.  However, the model assumes that all diverted surface 

water never returns to the source stream, which in reality is a common occurrence as irrigators 

will leave water in the canals and subsequently permit the diverted water to continue down the 

canal and return to the stream.  Additionally, the model assumes that water is constantly being 

diverted from the streams at a constant rate.  In reality, diversionary gates can be closed when 

irrigators do not need the water.  The high volume of agricultural recharge combats the model's 

failure to directly incorporate these realities by permitting more simulated water to return to the 

streams in the form of eventual groundwater discharge. 

     Under this assumption, approximately 52,100 acre-feet are annually recharged from 

agriculture.  This subjectively high percentage of water lost to recharge despite the use of 

sprinkler irrigation is substantiated by the fact that almost all of the irrigated crop land exists in 

unconsolidated alluvium, approximate to the locations of the streams.  The vadose zone 

throughout much of this alluvium is incredibly thin, meaning almost all water that percolates past 

the root zone is destined to become recharge (MBMG Database, 2014).  Additionally, the 

hydraulic conductivity of the unconsolidated and often tilled alluvium is exceptionally high, 

especially in comparison to the surrounding moderately lithifed, semi-permeable media (Hydro 

Solutions, 2009). 

     Natural recharge was calculated based off the annual average precipitation that falls on the 

modeled domain (Schell and Lockwood, 1997).  A linear function was developed to define the 

relation between land surface elevation and received annual precipitation.  The surface elevation 
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of each cell determined the amount of simulated precipitation each cell would receive.  

Additionally, a land cover map determined the fraction of each surface cell's precipitation that 

would be converted to recharge (Figure 11).  Cells representative of areas with both large 

quantities of clinker outcrops and a cragged topography were given a fraction as high as 1.  

Areas open to wind gusts, with little land cover other than sage brush were represented with a 

fraction of zero.  In total, 67.8 percent of the cells were input with some value of natural or 

agricultural recharge (Figure 12). 

 
Figure 11.  Zones of natural recharge and 

the fraction of recharge given to each model 

cell within each zone 

 
Figure 12.  All cells simulated with 

recharge, including agricultural recharge--

recharge is only applied to upper most layer 

 

     The total volume of natural recharge was ultimately adjusted, so that when added to the total 

volume of agricultural recharge, the sum was to approximately equal 98,125 AF/yr.  This 

recharge flux was loosely based off the necessary recharge volume to sustain roughly 100 cfs of 

discharge to the Tongue River Watershed.  The assumption of 100 cfs of groundwater discharge 
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stemmed from data from USGS stream gages along the Tongue River near the beginning and end 

of the river's course through the modeled domain (http://waterdata.usgs.gov/mt/nwis/current? 

type=flow) (http://waterdata.usgs.gov/wy/nwis/current?type=flow).  Based off personal 

experience with artificial recharge basins in Arizona, a minimum average delivery pipe flow of 

112 cfs is needs to annually recharge 60,000 AF due to losses from evaporation and lateral flow 

within the vadose zone.  A similar efficiency of roughly 74 percent was assumed for the model. 

 

3.3  Streams 
 

     One hundred seventy-five individual stream and diversionary canal segments were simulated 

within the model (Figure 13) using the Stream-Flow Routing (SFR1) package of MODFLOW 

(Prudic, et al., 2004).  The segments comprise a total of 2,919 individual stream reaches across 

the model domain.  Layers 1-4 each contain stream segments.  Modeled flow through all of the 

segments was calculated using the "icalc 2" function of the SFR1 package, in which surface flow 

is assumed to occur in a rectangular channel, with a constant defined stream width throughout 

the segment.  Streamflow was calculated using Manning's Equation (equation 1), with roughness 

coefficients ranging from 0.022 for cleared major diversionary canals to 0.04 for smaller 

meandering rills connecting intermittently dispersed marshlands.  The width of many of the 

larger streams, such as the Tongue River increases downstream of the confluence of each major 

simulated tributary. 
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Equation 1.  Manning’s Equation 

 

  

 

Q = in-channel streamflow ( ) 

A = cross sectional area of channel ( ) 

n = Manning’s Roughness Coefficient (unitless) 

= hydraulic radius (ft) 

S = slope of stream channel ( )

Figure 13.  Streams of the model 

 

     The hydraulic conductivities of most of the perennial streams of the model were given values 

of about 0.0353 ft/day, comparable to a stream bed of mostly sandy clay, which is common 

throughout the watershed.  Canals were all given a stream bed hydraulic conductivity value of 

0.025 ft/day under the assumption that all of the canal beds were unlined but anthropogenically 

compacted to deter leakage (Domenico and Schwartz, 1990). 

     Evapotranspiration was also simulated to occur at every reach of the perennial streams of the 

model.  The Evapotranspiration package of MODFLOW (Harbaugh, 2005) was used to model 

atmospheric losses from riparian vegetation and wetted soil near the banks of the streams due to 

capillary fringe.  Losses from capillary fringe are highly pertinent to the hydrogeology of the 

Tongue River Watershed due to the often exceedingly shallow depth to water near the mostly 
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gaining reaches of the stream network.  The extinction depth defining the average depth of the 

root zone of the riparian vegetation along the streams varied from 15 feet below land surface for 

most of the uppermost small streams of the watershed, to 30 feet along the Tongue River due to 

larger trees.  The rate of evapotranspirative loss also varied from 9.68×10
-4

 ft/day for the smaller 

streams to 1.45×10
-3

 ft/day along the Tongue River (Payne, 2004).  Direct evaporative losses 

from surface water were also included in the model for all stream reaches, including the canals.  

The net atmospheric loss of water from direct evaporation was equivalent to 2.71×10
-2

 ft/day 

after subtracting precipitation influxes (Payne, 2004).   

     The stream segments representative of the Tongue River are not continuous due to the 

presence of the Tongue River Reservoir, roughly 2.5 miles north of the Montana border (Figure 

13).  The reservoir package was used to designate 57 cells of layer 3 as representative of the 

reservoir.  The lakebed was granted a constant hydraulic conductivity of 0.0114 ft/day, 

coincident with a relatively well sorted yet unconsolidated clay (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).  The 

thickness of the lakebed gradually increases away from the location of the dam to simulate the 

effects of sediment falling out of suspension proximal to the river discharge point into the lake. 

 

3.4  Aquifer Parameters 
 

     The model was subdivided into 423 zones of individual hydraulic conductivity values (Figure 

14, also see appendix).  Each of these zones is isotropic in the x-y plane, with a single value 

defining horizontal hydraulic conductivity.  The vertical hydraulic conductivity for each of the 

zones was generally several orders of magnitude less than the horizontal hydraulic conductivity 

as a means of accounting for the presence of zones of unsaturation between aquifers (See section 

5.41).  Under normal MODFLOW operation without the use of the Unsaturated Zonal Flow 

package, (Niswonger, et al., 2006) MODFLOW calculates that the leakage from an upper 
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aquifer, such as in layer one, immediately percolates into layer two (Harbaugh, 2005).  In reality, 

such leakage could require thousands, if not ten of thousands of years to percolate through an 

unsaturated zone before recharging a deeper aquifer (See section 5.41).  As a result, input 

vertical hydraulic conductivity values needed to be exceedingly low to elicit a feasible 

representation of the groundwater flow of the Tongue River Watershed.  Generally, simulated 

vertical hydraulic conductivity values were on the order of 10
-7

 ft/day.  All of the hydraulic 

conductivity values of the model were derived via calibrating the model to produce hydraulic 

head elevations that were coincident with field-measured static water levels (MBMG Database, 

2014).  No pump test data was used to derive the hydraulic conductivity values of the model due 

to public inaccessibility to pump test data and the overall inapplicability of pump and aquifer test 

derived hydraulic conductivity values to groundwater flow models. 

 
Figure 14.  Individually calibrated zones of horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity within 

each layer 

 

     The individual zones of hydraulic conductivity were distributed to mimic geologic 

deposystems of the modeled domain.  Zones surrounding all of the streams of the model were 
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granted exceptionally high hydraulic conductivity values (roughly 35 ft/day) to simulate the 

presence of Quaternary fluvial deposits.  Additionally, a series of zones were created to run 

nearly parallel to the bases of the Wolf and Bighorn Mountains to incorporate the existence of 

the alluvial fan deposits (Figure 14).  Much of the rest of the domain was distributed to 

correspond to topography, such as zones that followed the ridges of divides between neighboring 

streams, representative of a section of older rock with little to no younger sediment from hill-

slope processes.  Many of the zones also permitted the division of watersheds within the model 

domain.  With the exception of the hydraulic conductivity zones representing fluvial sediments, 

the distribution of the zones of layer 1 was copied for the deeper layers.  Although, an exception 

was made for an isolated number of zones distributed in layers 4 and 5 to simulate a 

hypothesized region of high vertical permeability (Figure 14), interpreted from a region of 

anomalously low hydraulic head in layer 4 and anomalously high hydraulic head in layer 5 

(MBMG Database, 2014).  The complexity of the true heterogeneous and often fractured 

stratigraphy of the non-Quaternary sediments provided a lack of information from which the 

distribution of modeled hydraulic conductivities values could be based. Subsequent calibration of 

the values of the zones provided an effective means of compensating for the lack of information 

and the arguably subjective interpretation of the hydraulic conductivity distribution. 

     The middle Tongue River Watershed is highly faulted, especially within the Wolf Mountains 

due to the ongoing isostasy (Wyoming State Geological Survey, 2013).  However, when a map 

of the known faults of the region was superimposed with measured static water levels, only one 

fault exhibited a noticeable sharp juxtaposition of hydraulic head values.  This fault is 

represented in layer 4 using the Horizontal Flow Barrier package of MODFLOW (Hsieh and 

Freckleton, 1993) and stretches mostly diagonally across 92 sections.  These were grouped 
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together into 12 reaches of individually calibrated hydraulic conductivity values across the 

simulated fault.  

     Since the model only needed to be run under steady state conditions, the calibration of storage 

values were omitted from the model.  Additionally within the Tongue River Watershed, little 

monitored water level data over decadal periods of time presently exists or is publicly accessible.  

Consequently, calibrating storage values for the model would more than likely be highly 

subjective and prone to inaccuracy. 

     In order to elicit an estimate of residence time from the model, the effective porosity needed 

to be input into the model domain.  However, without any calibrated specific yield values from 

which an effective porosity could be based, the effective porosity values of the model were taken 

from point measurements of slug tests (Davis, 1984).  These values range from 0.003, distributed 

across the entirety of layer 5, to 0.2 in the areas representative of fluvial and alluvial Quaternary 

deposystems. 

 

3.5  Calibration 
 

     Model calibration was performed by comparing model-produced hydraulic head values to 

field-measured static water levels in 188 monitoring wells (MBMG Database, 2014).  

Additionally, all calibration was performed using the program, Parameter Estimation, more 

commonly referred to as PEST (Doherty, 2011).  The flux entering into the model was derived 

using GHBs, in which the elevation of the head was explicitly defined as an elevation greater 

than the estimated hydraulic head at the peripheral cell but less than the designated top elevation.  

Likewise, out-flux GHBs were granted head values that were less than the estimated hydraulic 

head at the cell of the boundary condition but greater than the cell's bottom elevation.  Influx 

GHBs were placed within all of the five layers.  Out-flux GHBs were placed only in the bottom 
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two layers to encourage simulated groundwater to percolate downward or discharge into the 

streams.  PEST was used to calibrate the "conductance" of each of the GHBs.  Conductance is a 

theoretical parameter that exists solely within the realm of MODFLOW.  Conductance is 

technically defined as the product of a GHB's hydraulic conductivity, saturated thickness and 

width, divided by the distance to the theoretical location of the constant head condition of the 

defined hydraulic head value (Harbaugh, 2005).  For the case of the GHBs defining influx from 

an overlying unsaturated zone, "conductance" has absolutely no bearing to reality.  Hence, PEST 

is incredibly useful. 

     By calibrating the conductance with an explicitly defined hydraulic head value, PEST is 

capable of producing a reasonable influx.  Such calibration of flux would be impossible with 

constant flux boundary conditions, especially because of PEST's inability to calculate negative 

values when using standard logarithmically based calibration. 

     In addition to influx, PEST was also used to calibrate the horizontal and vertical hydraulic 

conductivities of the designated zones, as well as the hydraulic conductivity of the horizontal 

flow barrier in layer 4.  In all, PEST calibrated 858 individual hydraulic conductivity values.  

Even with 8 GB of ram, the calibration process took roughly a month to complete. 

 

3.6  Particle Tracking 
 

     As mentioned earlier, MODPATH version 5 was used to track the trajectory and velocity of 

simulated "particles" of water moving through the model domain.  Roughly 400 particles were 

placed at the out-flux general head boundaries and along the courses of the simulated perennial 

streams.  MODPATH was run "backwards" in time so that the input particle locations 

represented the final locations of each of the tracked particles.  By tracing the paths of the 

trajectories of each of the simulated particles, the point of entry into the model space from either 
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recharge or an influx boundary condition could be inferred.  The trajectories that sourced from 

layers 1 and 2 that percolated to the out-flux boundaries of layers 4 and 5 were deemed to 

provide the most approximate estimate of the youngest estimate of residence time to travel across 

the model domain.  This decision was based on the fact that these particles source from regions 

that are in near contact with the surface but their modeled trajectories exclude the effects of 

percolation through unsaturated zones.  The exclusion of percolation through unsaturated zones 

between layers stems from MODFLOW's assumption that simulated groundwater leakage from 

an upper layer to a lower layer occurs instantaneously. 

     The estimate of the least amount of time required for water to percolate from the surface into 

a section of known methanogenic coal seam was elicited via placing a simulated particle at a 

location representing the most upgradient known coal bed methane production well.  Once again, 

MODPATH was run "backwards" to calculate the time required for the particle to travel from its 

simulated source location to the area representative of the coal bed methane well. 
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4   Results 
 

4.1  Modeled Region with the Greatest Potential for Percolation to Deep Coal Beds 
 

     The model domain was divided into 23 square zones, each with an area of roughly 50 square 

miles.  Each of these zones was subdivided into four cells, and a simulated "particle" was placed 

at the centroid of each of these cells in layers 4 and 5 to act as the endpoint of a simulated 

trajectory (Figure 15).  MODPATH was used to calculate each trajectory and identify each of the 

model cells that the particle trajectories passed through.  A ranking system was created to score 

each simulated particle trajectory or "pathline" according to the individual cells each pathline 

passed through. 

 

 
 

Figure 15.  Defined percolation zones
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Layer 4 Scoring 

Cell Layer Score 

1 10 

2 5 

3 0.1 

4 0 

5 1 

 

Layer 5 Scoring 

Cell Layer Score 

1 10 

2 5 

3 1 

4 0.1 

5 0 

Table 1.  Score granted to each zone for every cell in the trajectory of the simulated "particles"  

 

     The sum of the scores divided by the total number of cells crossed by the pathline was 

ultimately multiplied by 100 to produce a value greater than 1 for all but one of the 23 zones 

(equation 2).  This scoring method granted the highest scores to pathlines that sourced and 

remained in the upper layers and percolated downward at a location very approximate to the 

location of the input endpoint.  The average score for each of the 8 simulated pathlines provided 

the final score for each of the 23 regions. 

 

Equation 2.  Particle Scoring 

Final Score of Each Particle Trajectory =  

 

 

     Zone 6 at the far southwestern most corner of the model at the base of the Bighorn 

Mountains, with a score of 105.71 proved to possess the greatest simulated potential for deep 

percolation into the methanogenic layers (Figure 16).  Zone 20 proved to be the least conducive 

for percolation into the deeper layers.  In general, zones near the base of the simulated location 

of the Bighorn Mountains possessed a greater potential for downward percolation from the upper 

layers.  The potential for percolation into the simulated methanogenic layers continuously waned 

to the northeast, away from the Bighorn Mountains. 
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Figure 16. Scores of each of the percolation zones, a greater number indicates a greater 

likelihood of deep percolation into the layers representative of methanogenic coal beds.  The 

green cell represents the region with trajectories that sourced and remained in the upper aquifers 

for the greatest distance before percolating directly downward.  The red cell represents the 

opposite. 

 

4.2  Quantity of Simulated Groundwater Flux between Model Layers 
 

     The model predicted a total quantity of about 8.43 acre-feet of groundwater that percolates 

downward towards deeper coal beds each day.  Meanwhile, the model predicted that only 0.73 

acre-feet of groundwater is simultaneously moving upward by pressure gradients towards upper 

aquifers each day (Figure 17).  Downward percolation tends to increase with each deeper layer, 

while upward simulated groundwater flux consistently decreases with each deeper layer, 

culminating with the upward flux of essentially 0 (10
-9

AF/day) from layer 5 to layer 4. 
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Figure 17.  Calculated model flux between layers 

 

4.3  Quantity of Simulated Groundwater Flux between Aquifer and Streams 
 

     A total volume of 4.12 AF of groundwater is predicted by the model to infiltrate the domain's 

streambeds and recharge the regional aquifer.  Conversely, the model predicts that 358.63 AF of 

groundwater discharge into the stream system daily, meaning stream recharge is about 1.15% of 

the volume of stream discharge.  Despite the vast discrepancy in terms of stream recharge versus 

discharge, over 21% of the total reaches of the model domain were predicted to be losing reaches 

(Figure 18).  The multitude of gaining reaches stems from the fact that the rate of recharge from 

the reaches is consistently low, with a predicted maximum 0.050 cfs, while the rates of discharge 

were often an order of magnitude greater than the maximum recharge flux, with a maximum 

value of 0.87 cfs (Figure 18).  The effect of groundwater discharge to the streams is significant 

and is exemplified at the last modeled reach of the Tongue River before exiting the study area.  

At the end of this reach, 24.7% of the total streamflow is predicted to source from groundwater 

discharge from within the model domain.   
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Figure 18.  Map of simulated gaining and losing reaches--Red defines losing reaches. Green 

defines gaining reaches. 

 

     Additionally, particle tracking performed through the placement of tracking particles along 

the stream boundaries of the model exhibited that less than 4% of all groundwater discharge 

sources from non-horizontal flow.  In other words, of the 26 particles distributed evenly across 

stream reaches, mostly away from agricultural return-flows, only one produced a pathline that 
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did not end, flow and source in essentially the same layer (pass through more than 2 cells outside 

of the final layer).  As a result, the model infers that almost all groundwater flow towards the 

simulated streams is strictly akin to the Dupuit Assumption and is dominated by horizontal flow.  

The model predicted an average residence time of the 26 particles of about 6330 years, a range 

from 24 to 25,920 years and a standard deviation of 7072 years.  The particle with the shortest 

residence time sourced from simulated recharge that was emblematic of an agricultural return 

flow. 

 

4.4  Deterministically Estimated Groundwater Residence Time 
 

     According to the model and the assumption that the coal bed methane production wells of the 

Smith Coal Bed just southeast of Tongue River Reservoir are arguably the most upgradient 

extraction wells of the domain, 8,967 years is the minimum residence time of methanogenic 

groundwater.  For simulated groundwater to percolate from cells representative of near surface 

aquifers in layers 1 and 2 to out-flux boundary conditions in layers 4 and 5, the model predicts a 

transit period of 21,552 years.  This transit time is derived from the average transit period of 

2,477 individual particles sourcing entirely from GHBs at the periphery of layers 1 and 2.  From 

a total of 2,918 particles tracked from an ending location approximate to an out-flux general head 

boundary in layers 4 and 5, the model indicated that 38.5 percent sourced from layer 1.  Layer 2 

provided the source for 46.4 percent of the particles.  Layer 3 provided the source for 7.98 

percent of the particles.  Layer 4 provided the source for 7.13 percent of the particles, and no 

particles were predicted to flow entirely horizontally or upward from layer 5.  The modeled 

trajectories of all indicated particles are exhibited in Figure 19.  The average model-derived 

residence time of all 2,918 particles was 21,950 years, with a calculated minimum of 5024 years, 

and a maximum of 79,945 years.  The particle that the model predicted to possess the minimum 
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residence time sourced from layer 4 and exited the domain in layer 5.  The particle with the 

maximum predicted residence time sourced from layer 2 and exited the model domain in layer 5. 

 
Figure 19. Trajectories of all input "particles" at out-flux boundary conditions of layers 4 & 5--

Each color is representative of the trajectory's source layer specified in the map legend 
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5   Discussion 

 
     The model produces a groundwater flow regime that sources entirely from peripheral 

boundary conditions within the layers that are emblematic of methanogenic coal beds.  None of 

the particles placed along the stream reaches or out-flux boundary conditions of layers 4 and 5 

sourced from a recharge cell.  This model characteristic is indicative of a hydrogeologic 

disconnection between natural/agricultural recharge and the groundwater of the methanogenic 

coal seams.  According to the model results, current fluxes to and from shallow aquifers have 

little to no impact on the sustained methanogenesis of such coal beds as the Dietz, Anderson, 

Canyon and Wall. 

     A vertical hydrologic disconnection can also infer a timescale disconnection between fluxes 

near the surface and methanogenic coal beds.  Since all of the tracked particles placed adjacent to 

the out-flux GHBs sourced from influx GHBs, the model indicates that much of the flux to the 

methanogenic coal seams stems from fluxes from unsaturated zones between aquifers (See 

section 5.41).  The only non-unsaturated-zone-flux from a GHB stems from the GHBs at the 

base of the Bighorn Mountains.  The flux from each of these boundary conditions is emblematic 

of mountain system recharge, and the GHBs in layers 2-5 are specifically representative of 

mountain block recharge.  Much of this recharge is assumed to source from groundwater flowing 

within the fractures of the granitic pluton, which move downgradient to eventually percolate 

outwards into the permeable media of the Eocene Wasatch and Paleocene Fort Union 

Formations.  Flow within the granitic fractures can be entirely saturated as well as non-laminar 

granting potential linear pore velocities that are orders of magnitude greater than any possible 

velocity within an unsaturated medium.  Additionally, fully-connected, saturated fractures do not 

possess the ability to sequester water in between major influx events like unsaturated media (See 
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section 5.41).  As a result, present-day snowmelt from within the Bighorn Mountains can 

become a subterraneous flux that never infiltrates through a restrictive unsaturated medium.   

     The locations of most (about 76%) of the vertical leakage from upper layers to lower layers 

occur at the periphery of the model.  The peripheral cells in layers 4 and 5 at the base of the 

Bighorn Mountains contain hydraulic head values that are generally greater than 100 feet below 

the explicitly defined elevation of the top of the cell.  Such a large difference between the 

simulated head of the cell and the explicitly defined top elevation garners further evidence to the 

presence of unsaturated zones between aquifers.  The fact that the entirety of the vertical 

percolation from layer 1 to the deeper layers occurs within these peripheral phreatic cells 

provides further evidence that influx to the methanogenic coal beds sources mainly from 

overlying unsaturated zones. 

 

5.1  Percolation Zones 
 

     The distribution of scores of each of the 23 zones was entirely independent of the distribution 

of the input vertical hydraulic conductivity of the model.  Despite possessing the highest final 

score, zone 6, at the southwestern corner of the model contains some of the lowest vertical 

hydraulic conductivity values of the model, especially in layer 1 with an average vertical 

hydraulic conductivity of 5.91×10
-7

 ft/day.  Ironically, the anomalously high vertical hydraulic 

conductivity region mentioned in section 3.4 lies within percolations zone 13, which scored one 

of the lowest final values with 3.07.  The high input hydraulic conductivity values (on the order 

of 10
-5

 ft/day) within zone 13 were the result of model calibration incorporating the extraneous 

static water levels within MBMG monitoring wells. 

     An absence of percolation to the deeper layers of the model in zone 13 is likely the result of 

the zone's envelopment by modeled gaining streams on all but the southeast side of the zone.  
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Simulated groundwater moving towards zone 13 in the upper layers is predicted to become 

stream discharge instead of potentially percolating downward towards layers 4 and 5.  Zone 6 

however, neither contains nor is bounded by any gaining streams.  Consequently, simulated 

groundwater within the area possesses a greater potential to percolate downward.  Additionally, 

since all of the streams in the zone are predicted to be losing, the recharge from the streams 

permits the hydraulic head elevation to be much greater in layer 1 than in layer 2.  In fact, the 

vertical head differential in zone 6 is the largest of anywhere in layer 1, with a difference of over 

650 feet.  The high differential permits simulated groundwater to overcome the low vertical 

hydraulic conductivity of the zone and percolate downward. 

 

5.2  Infiltrative Quantity 
 

     Solely the cells near stream boundary conditions exhibited a noticeable modeled upward 

hydraulic gradient to overlying layers.  The intentionally structured shallow thicknesses of the 

cells beneath the modeled streams permitted the computed hydraulic head elevations to be 

greater than the hydraulic head of the overlying cells, which contained the streams.  Without this 

input shallow thickness, upward gradient would otherwise be virtually non-existent.  This 

characteristic is especially apparent in the fact that upward flux within the two deepest layers 

was essentially zero, due to their greater thicknesses (>100 feet) and their limited number of 

stream reaches. 

     The model also determined that vertical flux was but a fraction of the quantity of horizontal 

flux.  According to the model, the daily groundwater volume of vertical percolation is only 

2.35% of the total quantity of horizontally-flowing groundwater discharge to the stream system.  

As a result, it can be inferred that the model's operation is highly faithful to the Dupuit 

Assumption of the dominance of horizontal flow.  However, the adherence to the Dupuit 
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Assumption may in fact be reflective of the true nature of the groundwater of the Middle Tongue 

River Watershed since the region is dominated by deltaic and lacustrine deposits (Flores, 2004).  

These deposystems, unlike alluvial or fluvial deposystems do not produce lenses of sediment but 

vast mats that gradually fine away from the sediment source.  A sheet-like structure of 

stratigraphic units is more akin to groundwater moving parallel to the sedimentology, as opposed 

to intermittently vertical flow around clay lenses, which is often observed in the mostly alluvial 

sediments, like in the horst and graben geologic province. 

 

5.3  Simulated Groundwater Flux between Aquifers and Streams 
 

     The model indicated a high quantity of groundwater discharge to the stream system with a 

daily total net discharge of 354.5 acre-feet.  However, a high total discharge is not necessarily 

representative of a high volume of flux from the methanogenic coal beds to the river system.  

Coal beds are representative of only a small fraction of the vertical thicknesses of the deeper 

model layers, but their contribution is of high importance towards the water quality of the surface 

streams. 

    Groundwater within the methanogenic coal seams of the Powder River Basin geologic 

province generally possesses a high salinity, especially in terms of the concentration of aqueous 

sodium bicarbonate (Meredith and Kuzara, 2012).  A high discharge rate of saline groundwater 

would present a substantial potential for local stream systems to be fouled by salinity, especially 

during periods of low runoff when streamflow is restricted to solely baseflow.  

     A groundwater flow regime dominated entirely by horizontal flow alludes to little potential 

for groundwater within the deep coal seams to upwell into the shallower aquifers.  The relation 

between the coal beds and the streams remains less well understood.  Discharge from layer 4 and 

the most downgradient cells of layer 3, which are representative of the methanogenic coalbeds 
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and deeper facies of the Paleocene Fort Union Formation, is predicted to contribute 52.8 cfs or 

14.9% of the total discharge to the model streams.  The entirety of this flux sources from 

horizontal groundwater flow that is intercepted by the lower reaches of the Tongue River and 

Hanging Woman Creek.  These stream channels have down-cut into the deep facies of the Fort 

Union Formation and are consequently in contact with the groundwater of the facies.  However, 

the exact volume of discharge that sources solely from the coal beds remains unknown but is 

likely far less than 52.8 cfs.  It can only be definitively determined from the model that the coal 

beds of the Tongue River watershed contribute no more than 14.9% of the total groundwater 

discharge to the stream system.   

 

5.4  Estimated Groundwater Residence Time 
 

     Finite-difference modeling garners the ability to calculate groundwater flux.  From the 

calculated flux, linear pore velocity and ultimately particle residence time is quantified by using 

MODPATH to divide the flux through each model cell by an explicitly defined effective 

porosity.  Effective porosity, unlike hydraulic conductivity cannot be calibrated, especially 

without any preexistent knowledge of groundwater age or theoretical transit time.  Consequently, 

model-derived residence time is highly susceptible to error since the defined effective porosity is 

entirely dependent on the subjective discretion of the modeler.   

     The effective porosity values of the two deepest layers of the groundwater flow model were 

taken from Davis's analysis of drill cores and execution of slug tests (Davis, 1984).  Drill cores 

omit the acknowledgment of the presence of fractures, meaning the input effective porosity 

values of the deeper layers of the model are more than likely underestimates of the true effective 

porosity of the coal matrix.  An underestimate of effective porosity culminates in an 

underestimate of transit time due to the inversely proportionate relation between effective 
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porosity and linear pore velocity with a known hydraulic flux.  However, potential error from 

effective porosity is minimal, if not irrelevant in comparison to the actual potential residence 

time of water moving through the vadose zone or unsaturated zones between aquifers, which 

cannot be modeled since MODFLOW assumes percolation to a deeper layer occurs 

instantaneously.  Hence, uncertainty from possibly inaccurate effective porosity values is 

impertinent when juxtaposed to the uncertainty of transit time within unsaturated zones.  As a 

result, the model-produced residence time is not an estimate of actual residence time but a 

substantiated minimum describing the youngest potential age of methanogenic groundwater.    

 

5.4.1  The Existence and Pertinence of Unsaturated Zones between Aquifers 

 

     The presence of influx general head boundaries at every location except at the base of the 

Bighorn Mountains can only be substantiated by the assumption of an actual flux in the form of 

percolation through unsaturated zones between aquifers.  Model-produced hydraulic head values 

at the margins representative of the Wolf Mountains and highlands at the watershed divide 

between the Tongue and Powder River systems are not in accordance to this assumption.  The 

model indicates that the hydraulic head elevation at these peripheral cells is, on average, 30 feet 

greater than the defined elevation of the top of the cell, indicating a completely saturated 

modeled matrix.  This enigma is present in all the layers of the model.  However, the model's 

absence of an unsaturated region at the edges of the watershed is not indicative of a completely 

saturated matrix in reality. 

     While the model is comprised of 423 individual hydraulic conductivity zones, the model still 

fails to completely replicate the true heterogeneity of the region's lithology.  Heterogeneous 

hydraulic conductivity values within adjacent, hydrologically connected geologic units can 

drastically reduce hydraulic head when the groundwater flux is constant.  Given that the model is 
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representative of a steady-state condition prior to overdraft from coal bed methane production 

wells, groundwater flux remains constant in both the model and the idealized modeled domain.  

When flux is constant, units downgradient of permeable matrices with exceptionally lower 

hydraulic conductivities (in the case of the model, a general difference of 2-3 orders of 

magnitude) are highly vulnerable to a reduction of the number of connected pores and potential 

complete de-saturation.  This phenomenon results from the fact that the rate of flux is entirely 

dependent on the linear pore velocity within the upgradient, low-hydraulic conductivity unit.  For 

example, a sandstone beneath a shale facie would be highly susceptible to de-saturation since not 

enough groundwater can pass through the shale to saturate all of the larger pores between the 

clasts of the sandstone.  However, de-saturation from hydraulic conductivity heterogeneity is not 

limited to solely vertical groundwater flow. 

     In the instance of horizontal heterogeneity (which is especially pertinent to the groundwater 

flow model due to its inherent dependency on the Dupuit Assumption) downgradient regions 

remain at the mercy of the linear pore velocity of upgradient hydrologic matrices under a 

constant flux condition.  If the upgradient permeable matrix is characterized by a lower 

horizontal hydraulic conductivity, again, the supply of water is limited and is possibly 

insufficient to fill the pores in the downgradient region, resulting in a thinned saturated thickness 

and a localized phreatic aquifer from de-saturation.  With the presence of a more homogenous 

overlying saturated layer, which is common in the Tongue River Watershed with the existence of 

Quaternary alluvium deposited atop the older Paleocene Fort Union Formation (Flores, 2004), 

groundwater within the saturated unit leaks downward into the unsaturated region, producing a 

downward unsaturated flux (Figure 20).  The assumption of the existence of a downward flux 

from an overlying unsaturated zone is paramount to the substantiated existence of the influx of 
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the GHBs of the model.  Additionally, de-saturation from regions with highly differing hydraulic 

conductivities is highly pertinent to the hydrogeology of the Tongue River Watershed due to the 

modeled and observed ubiquity of geologic heterogeneity. 

Figure 20.  Diagram of the creation of a region of unsaturation from hydraulic conductivity 

heterogeneity--Dashed dark blue line represents the hydraulic head of the deeper aquifer 

 

     The majority of the Paleocene Fort Union Formation is the product of deltaic and lacustrine 

deposystems (Flores, 2004).  These deposits are characterized by proximal deposits of coarser 

sands that fine to the east, as the sediment sourced from ancient erosional processes to the west.  

However, since the end of the Laramide Orogeny, roughly 25 million years ago, normal faults 

paralleling the crest of the Wolf Mountains developed as a product of tectonic subsidence 

stemming from the ever decreasing remaining mass of the Farallon Plate to be subducted beneath 

the North American Plate (Wyoming State Geological Survey, 2013).  As the faults are normal, 

the footwall lies on western side of the fault, meaning the younger, coarser deposits, which are 

more likely to possess a higher hydraulic conductivity have slid downgradient of the fault in the 
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Wolf Mountains (Figure 21).  Consequently, a hydrogeologic structure described in Figure 20 

and the potential for de-saturation are both made more likely. 

 
 

Figure 21.  Conceptual diagram of normal fault in the Wolf Mountain region 

 

     The creation of a region of unsaturation can stem from more than the juxtaposition of a low 

hydraulic conductivity unit upgradient from a higher hydraulic conductivity unit.  A region of 

exceptionally low hydraulic conductivity may require a steep hydraulic head gradient to maintain 

a constant flux.  If the hydraulic head of a confined aquifer is not significantly greater than the 

elevation of the bottom the overlying confining unit, the hydraulic head can drop below the 

bottom elevation of the confining unit.  When this occurs, a localized, deep phreatic aquifer and 

an isolated region of unsaturated media can result.  This phenomenon is especially apparent in 

horizontal flow.  In the model, the combination of the presence of significant heterogeneity and 

units of exceptionally low hydraulic conductivity produced a number of regions where cells 

became completely unsaturated, despite the saturation of overlying and underlying layers. 
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     In reality, the presence of heterogeneity and regions of known exceptionally low hydraulic 

conductivity, in addition to the presence of macropores that elicit the potential for non-laminar 

flow and possible draining of upgradient media, the existence of unsaturated media beneath the 

top phreatic aquifer is highly probabilistic.  When coupled with field-measured static water level 

data, in which piezometers that are less that a quarter mile apart and have the same casing depth 

register a hydraulic head difference of over 100 feet (MBMG Database), the existence of 

unsaturated strata are less of a likely plausibility and more of a certainty. 

     Unsaturated regions are of importance for more than just the substantiation of the GHBs.  

Unsaturated zones are highly pertinent to any conclusion of model derived residence time.  

Within unsaturated media, hydraulic conductivity is a function of water content.  If the water 

content is substantially low, the effective hydraulic conductivity can approach a value at or near 

zero, depending on the size and connectivity of the media's pores.  Consequently, the hydraulic 

conductivity values within unsaturated media can be orders of magnitude less than the smallest 

saturated hydraulic conductivity value.  This characteristic equates to a vast potential for 

uncertainty in a model-derived estimate of residence time and groundwater age.  Even though it 

may have required a theoretical molecule of groundwater an estimated 8,967 years to reach the 

most upgradient known coal bed methane production well, that particular molecule could have 

spent over 100,000 years slowly percolating through a single unsaturated unit.  Since most of the 

proposed zones of unsaturation lie beneath any potential root zone and are not in contact with the 

atmosphere, a water molecule can remain firmly sequestered within an unsaturated zone without 

any potential for evapotranspiration.  Without any potential for evapotranspiration, the potential 

for entrapment within an unsaturated zone is furthered.  Often, water trapped within an 

unsaturated zone may only leave the zone once an exceptional flux moves downward through the 
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media to flush out the disconnected pores.  Such a flux can occur during the end of an ice age 

where an exceptional volume of water infiltrates downward with the melting of overlying 

glaciers and ice sheets.  These "event" fluxes may only occur once on the order of thousands of 

years. 

     Based off this understanding, the model-produced residence time is an estimate of transit time 

through saturated media alone.  MODFLOW is a finite-difference processor and cannot apply 

Richards Equation to possibly produce an estimate of residence time in unsaturated media.  As a 

result, MODFLOW provides an estimate of the minimum transit time to reach any given location 

by a theoretical water molecule. 

 

5.4.2  Conclusion of Model Derived Residence Times 

 

     Calculating the youngest possible age is arguably more scientifically valuable than an 

estimate of actual residence time since the model-produced groundwater age states that at least 

8,967 years are needed for recharge waters to reach the methanogenic microbial communities in 

deep coal seams.  The model's underestimation of effective porosity produces calculations of 

greater linear pore velocity, culminating to shorter simulated residence times.  A shorter 

residence time is coincident with the hypothesis that the model-derived estimate of transit time is 

conducive to the estimation of minimum groundwater age within the methanogenic coal beds.  

     High deterministically-derived transit periods of mostly horizontal moving groundwater 

through the coal beds grant evidence to the perception that the hydrogeology of the coal beds 

recovers very slowly to perturbations.  As a result, much time (on the order of thousands of 

years) must pass before a methanogenic coal bed can return to the equilibrium state that was 

present prior to the perturbation.  Since the model predicted hydraulic heads that were often 

greater than the explicit elevation of the top of the cell, it can likely be inferred that the 
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piezometric head within the coal seams is greater than the overlying media.  Consequently, most 

of the coal seams constitute confined aquifers, meaning losses of storage are remediated by 

specific storage, not specific yield.  Pressure differentials can travel quickly through a confined 

aquifer, regardless of the medias' hydraulic conductivities, meaning that even if the 

depressionary cone recovery occurs rapidly at the location of a theoretical methane production 

well, thousands of years will still be required to return to the initial volume of groundwater 

within the tapped coal bed. 

 

5.5  Model Constraints and Deviations 

 
     In addition to the model's inability to calculate flow through an unsaturated matrix, 

MODFLOW is also incapable of simulating groundwater flow through an exceptionally thin 

layer (roughly <8 feet).  Especially under steady-state conditions, almost any region with 

heterogeneous and/or exceptionally low hydraulic conductivity within a thin layer is highly 

prone to being simulated as de-saturated.  When a cell is simulated as unsaturated, the cell 

becomes a "no-flow" cell, and the simulated gradient must flow around it.  In reality, the 

presence of matric potential likely draws water into the unsaturated zone, especially in the 

presence of a clay or shale matrix.  Simulated de-saturated cells are present in layers 2-4 of the 

model.  When enough cells are interpreted to de-saturate by MODFLOW, the model becomes 

unstable and can often not successfully converge. 

     To reduce the potential for non-convergence, the layers representative of the methanogenic 

coal beds of the region had to be thicker than the true thicknesses of the coal beds of the model, 

which are as thin as less than one foot.  These modeled layers are instead intended to represent a 

number of individual facies that include one or more methanogenic coal beds.  Representing 

each coal bed with an individual model layer would be more ideal and was implemented in an 
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initial version of the present model.  However, the model was unstable and failed to converge, 

leaving the simulation scientifically useless. 

     Differences in simulated hydraulic head versus static water levels taken from MBMG 

monitoring wells varied greatly, with a maximum difference of 592.5 feet.  This location of 

maximum known error was located in layer 2 near a GHB cell on the eastern edge of the domain.  

The structure of model in layer 2 produces a steep hydraulic gradient at the domain peripheries 

that abruptly wanes to a gentle gradient that covers the entirety of the central area of the model, 

except near the streams.  The median difference between simulated and measured hydraulic head 

at the 188 target points was 54.28 feet with a standard deviation of 77.32 feet.   

     Some of the deviation between the predicted hydraulic heads of the model and the MBMG 

water levels sources from the fact that true steady-state conditions did not exist at the time of 

measurement.  While the model represents conditions prior to commercial coal bed methane 

extraction, the measurements were taken after its prevalent existence.  As a result, the effects of 

drawdown from commercial extraction produce static water levels that are underestimates of the 

hydraulic head in a steady state condition.  The model is coincident with this notion and 

generally overestimated hydraulic head in comparison to field-measured water levels at each of 

the 188 monitor wells.  However, the questions to be answered in the model were not dependent 

on the hydraulic head elevations of simulated layers but the directionality, velocity and volume 

of groundwater flux. 

     The only discernable means of quantifying flux from field measurements is through the 

measurement of streamflow within the basin.  The difference in streamflow between two gages 

after accounting for evapotranspirative fluxes, diversions and tributaries grants a field-based 

estimate of flux between the aquifer(s) and the stream.  Explicitly defined input streamflows into 
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the model were all taken directly from the median measured streamflow for August from USGS 

stream gage data.  However, the simulated streamflow out of the model is entirely dependent on 

the simulated evapotranspirative and groundwater fluxes.  The modeled streamflow leaving the 

domain from the most downgradient reach of the Tongue River in the study area was predicted to 

be 387.7 cfs.  The actual median streamflow for August since 1971 at the Birney stream gage of 

the Tongue River is 380 cfs, according to USGS stream gage data (see Figure 1) 

(http://waterdata.usgs.gov/mt/nwis/monthly/?search_site_no=06307616&amp;agency_cd=USGS

&amp;referred_module=sw&amp;format=sites_selection_links).  A difference of 2.03% is 

exceptionally accurate given that PEST cannot incorporate measured streamflow in its 

calibration of model parameters. 

 

5.6  Comparison of Model with Other Regional Groundwater Flow Models 
 

     A published groundwater flow model covering the entirety of the middle Tongue River 

Watershed, across Wyoming and Montana has never been created or made public prior to the 

construction of this model.  However, the model does share sections of its domain with two 

preexisting models.  The oldest model, constructed by Wheaton and Metesh (2002) assumes 

complete horizontal isotropic homogeneity and is devoid of parameter calibration.  As a result, 

comparison between its results and those of the current model is unreasonable. 

     More recently, Tom Myers, an independent consultant constructed and published a 

groundwater flow model covering the Tongue and Powder River Watersheds north of the 

Montana border (Myers, 2008).  The Myers model possesses a vastly differing structure, with 9 

layers, structured mostly in a "layer cake" formation with uniformly horizontal layering.  The 

current coal bed methane model produces a total net discharge of 178.8 cfs, the majority of 

which occurs in the cells representative of gaining stream reaches within the state of Wyoming.  
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In the region overlapped by the domain of the Myers model, the model predicted a total net 

groundwater discharge of 52.67 cfs.  The Myers model predicted a total net discharge of 51.2 cfs 

to the Tongue River stream system (2008).  A difference of 1.47 cfs, or 2.8% garners a rational 

sentiment of confidence in model accuracy, or at least precision, in that two entirely unique 

models, with highly differing structures and hydraulic conductivity values can produce essential 

the same numerical result. 

 

5.7  Subsequent Research 

5.7.1  Investigating Unsaturated Zones 

    Simulation feasibility and interpretation of the model results are both heavily dependent on the 

assumption of the existence and prevalence of unsaturated zones between aquifers within the 

Tongue River Watershed.  Future research would benefit from field analysis proving both their 

existence and importance to the hydrogeology of the watershed.  Such a method of proof could 

be derived through the implementation of neutron probe to investigate water content at boreholes 

distributed throughout the watershed. 

     If their prevalence and importance is verified, influx from unsaturated zones may not be 

limited to solely the Powder River Basin geologic province.  The discovery of the importance of 

unsaturated zones to provide an influx for the groundwater of methanogenic coal beds may have 

ramifications for many of the other basins of the western cordillera such as the San Juan, Hana-

Carbon and Uinta Basins.  Zones of unsaturation may be the limiting factor in the concentration 

of aqueous solutes necessary to support methanogens.  The long transit times of groundwater 

infiltrating through overlying unsaturated zones may provide the ability for minerals within the 

clasts of the media to become dissolved and provide the necessary aqueous solutes to sustain 
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methanogens.  Additionally, unsaturated zones may provide the hydrologic barrier necessary to 

deter the advection of solutes that could hinder methanogenesis such as sulfate.  The porosity of 

unsaturated zones may also provide a necessary location of the storage of gaseous redox by-

products such as hydrogen sulfide.  Conversely, little research has been performed in the Tongue 

River Watershed determining the genesis of unsaturated zones from unsaturated media.  The low 

solubility of methane (roughly 0.023 g/kg at 20 degrees Celsius and 1 atm) provides a high 

potential for outgassing and raising the air-entry pressure of the permeable media. 

     One possible means of understanding this relation could be explored through the creation of a 

fully screened and capped monitor well within the modeled domain.  A fully-screened well 

would provide both the ability to investigate the existence of cascading, delineating the presence 

of more and less hydraulically conductive media but also the source of reduction by-product gas.  

A high concentration of methane emanating from a sandstone overlying a coal bed could be 

indicative of an unsaturated zone that arose from the outgassing of the underlying coal bed.  Of 

note, this phenomenon is currently beyond the realm of modern modeling, even with a finite-

element model since Richards Equation cannot account for the displacement of subterraneous 

water by a gas.  

 

5.7.2  Verification of Model Predictions from Water Quality Data 

     The model predicts a groundwater flow regime dominated by horizontal flow.  Verification of 

this phenomenon could be performed through water quality sampling of wells within a coal bed 

before, during and after extensive groundwater extraction.  If flow is predominantly horizontal, 

similar concentrations of aqueous solutes should be observed in each of the samples.  A similar 

water chemistry would be indicative of groundwater moving laterally, following the coal seams 
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towards the well and not from the depletion of storage from overlying media during drawdown 

and recovery.   

     Water quality sampling within "zone 6" of the modeled domain could verify the model's 

prediction of being the most upgradient within the deep coal seams.  If this prediction is correct, 

groundwater samples would be characterized by higher concentrations of nutrients and 

potentially, concentrations of specific solutes that exist prior to methanogenesis, according to the 

redox ladder. 

 

5.7.3  Future Work with Model 

     If field measurements are coincident with the model's predictions, the model can be used as a 

means of projecting future scenarios.  Once model parameters of specific yield and specific 

storage have been successfully zoned and calibrated throughout each of the five layers of the 

model domain, the model can be run under transient conditions.  Transient conditions would 

permit the model to predict the impact of proposed anthropogenic variables, such as the de-

watering of coal beds for mines and coal bed methane extraction.  A transient model could also 

be used to decipher the source of groundwater that is currently flowing towards the many 

recently retired coal bed methane well fields in the form of drawdown recovery. 

     With the addition of zoned and calibrated parameters of dispersivity, the model could be used 

to project the advection and dispersion of solutes.  When combing the already known 

groundwater transit time with the rate of the reduction of sulfate to the extent that sulfate 

concentrations are low enough to permit methanogenic microbial communities to out-compete 

sulfate reducing communities, the most effective regions of methanogenesis could be 

geographically delineated. 
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6  Conclusion 

 

     The model indicates that only a fraction (2.17%) of the total groundwater of the upper 

aquifers of the Tongue River Watershed percolates downward to the methanogenic coal beds of 

the Powder River geologic province.  Additionally, the model indicates that virtually all of the 

downward percolation occurs at the edge of the watershed.  The model's projected dominance of 

horizontal groundwater flow provides little capacity for groundwater within the top aquifer to 

ever percolate down to the methanogenic coal beds.  As a result, agricultural and domestic 

recharge as well as groundwater withdrawal in the top aquifers has little to any impact on the 

groundwater of the methanogenic coal beds of the Paleocene Fort Union Formation. 

     While the model predicts that recharge from the streams to the methanogenic coal beds is 

virtually non-existent, discharge from the methanogenic coal beds to the streams remains less 

well understood.  Solely the streams reaches of the Tongue River downgradient of Tongue River 

Reservoir and the lower reaches of Hanging Woman Creek were predicted to come in contact 

with discharge from methanogenic coal beds such as the Dietz and Canyon.  Discharge from 

these coal beds is predicted to be no greater than 52.8 cfs, but is likely far less. 

     A groundwater flow regime characterized by groundwater moving vertically solely at the 

peripheries followed by entirely horizontally flow and a general culmination at a gaining stream 

reach was predicted by the model.  This regime is exemplified by the dominance of the GHBs 

when tracing the trajectories of all of the simulated "particles" using MODPATH.  The only 

influx GHBs not emblematic of a flux from a region of unsaturated media were situated at the 

base of the Bighorn Mountains.  Only the simulated particles from these GHBs are representative 

of water that flowed potentially through entirely saturated media.  Consequently, mountain 

system recharge from the Bighorn Mountains is projected to be the only present-day source of 
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direct groundwater influx to the methanogenic coal beds.  Such an interpretation is substantiated 

by the reality that the hydraulic conductivity within an unsaturated region can decrease to zero, 

and water within an unsaturated zone can remain completely sequestered until a subsequent flux 

can flush out the media. 

     The model predicts that a theoretical molecule of water is in transit for a minimum of over 

8,000 years before the molecule reaches a region with an economically viable rate of 

methanogenesis.  Additionally, a predicted average transit period of 21,552 years is needed for a 

theoretical particle of water to travel across the entirety of the model domain through a 

methanogenic coal bed.  Such a long transit time is indicative of an exceptionally long necessary 

time for a coal bed to return to a state of equilibrium after a perturbation. 

 

6.1  Abbreviated Conclusions 
 

 Groundwater influx to the methanogenic coal beds sources entirely from the mountain 

system recharge of the Bighorn Mountains and slow percolation through unsaturated 

media 

 Model predicts Bighorn Mountains as sole source of present-day recharge to 

methanogenic coal bed aquifers 

 Groundwater flow through entire watershed is almost entirely horizontal (97.65%) 

 The streams provide virtually no recharge to the methanogenic coal beds, but the 

discharge volume from the methanogenic coal beds to streams is less understood (less 

than 14.9%) 

 Groundwater flow regime that predominately moves vertically at the peripheries and then 

horizontally towards the streams 

 Upper aquifers and methanogenic coal beds are hydrologically isolated 
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 An estimated minimum of over 8,000 years is required for a simulated molecule of 

groundwater to reach a region within a coal bed with an economically viable rate of 

methanogenesis 

 High produced residence times allude to a long amount of time necessary to return to a 

state of equilibrium after a theoretical perturbation 
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APPENDIX A.  Model Hydraulic Conductivity Values 

 

 
Appendix Figure 1.  Individually calibrated zones of hydraulic conductivity in layer 1 

Appendix Table 1.  Referenced values of hydraulic conductivity zones in layer 1
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 Zone Kx (ft/day) Kz (ft/day) 

51 2.205494 6.85480E-07 

52 0.215902 1.05894E-06 

53 1.776188 9.38530E-07 

54 0.841561 8.64562E-07 

55 51.85287 7.32787E-06 

56 35.34323 1.06362E-05 

57 36.43698 8.68423E-06 

58 44.78852 9.79931E-06 

59 44.08557 1.23821E-05 

60 14.60305 1.04353E-05 

61 301.8215 9.09370E-06 

62 111.4679 8.33560E-06 

63 18.73826 8.88360E-06 

64 8.068458 7.78076E-06 

65 2.922298 6.69639E-06 

66 3.741459 7.32452E-06 

67 18.0741 7.96791E-06 

68 5.023955 1.27903E-05 

69 14.1381 9.26731E-06 

70 26.32541 7.88296E-06 

71 33.36407 7.23106E-06 

72 42.26687 7.37700E-06 

73 21.9843 6.65187E-06 

74 54.82112 7.04454E-06 

75 34.95633 6.12580E-06 

76 34.11329 5.34599E-06 

77 22.08826 8.34624E-06 

78 32.22933 8.40957E-06 

79 59.17009 9.63688E-06 

80 34.83696 7.46837E-06 

81 58.87428 9.62716E-06 

82 52.43785 7.07961E-06 

83 38.61521 8.29720E-06 

84 169.4721 8.56901E-06 

85 42.41693 7.72140E-06 

86 41.6394 8.56069E-06 

87 36.77266 6.74860E-06 

88 44.05404 6.26746E-06 

89 42.98127 6.63269E-06 

90 89.07564 6.00709E-06 

91 146.8958 5.85208E-06 

92 19.7834 7.93357E-06 

93 25.38109 7.06352E-06 

94 38.87044 5.86203E-06 

95 33.33562 8.36593E-06 

96 27.1062 7.49615E-06 

97 32.42951 8.97503E-06 

98 36.60035 8.69295E-06 

99 35.43897 1.02228E-05 

100 38.42081 8.71507E-06 

Zone Kx (ft/day) Kz (ft/day) 

1 1.055762751 2.48971E-07 

2 1.008562621 2.86541E-07 

3 1.183149367 3.94073E-07 

4 1.394234982 3.89775E-07 

5 1.108841783 2.98437E-07 

6 2.967939421 3.07911E-07 

7 1.338539092 3.76313E-07 

8 0.104365593 2.10572E-06 

9 1.478938955 4.22124E-07 

10 0.860420987 4.00205E-07 

11 0.112946745 3.87888E-07 

12 0.919986488 4.91145E-07 

13 1.163014351 5.96206E-07 

14 1.443427304 3.81868E-07 

15 1.507278448 4.18281E-07 

16 1.394249925 4.76069E-07 

17 1.182960217 4.88699E-07 

18 5.914229021 3.92959E-07 

19 3.393725128 3.65988E-07 

20 2.273997945 4.98525E-07 

21 0.231334638 5.46837E-07 

22 18.79647333 7.62525E-07 

23 0.302832958 4.47001E-07 

24 3.414033255 2.96004E-07 

25 7.941420096 2.78537E-07 

26 1.507933429 4.71614E-07 

27 33.1896694 5.97075E-07 

28 1.851841076 6.33087E-07 

29 2.332134487 3.91212E-07 

30 1.275901427 4.44312E-07 

31 2.365267391 7.76357E-07 

32 1.191649569 2.58634E-06 

33 2.322710586 5.29265E-07 

34 1.407150609 9.62092E-07 

35 1.687442555 2.97764E-07 

36 2.784209761 3.9474E-07 

37 2.03293943 6.28117E-07 

38 1.964243721 6.69288E-07 

39 0.870411107 7.64533E-07 

40 6.968393234 6.02954E-07 

41 19.27302231 6.68759E-07 

42 0.342439124 6.29694E-07 

43 1.414334018 7.89431E-07 

44 1.019722324 9.30196E-07 

45 0.926415236 5.91065E-07 

46 0.633907322 9.18776E-07 

47 4.399534637 1.08654E-06 

48 1.306258635 5.46829E-07 

49 0.711693198 8.17118E-07 

50 0.136130458 8.95808E-07 
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 Appendix Figure 2.  Individually calibrated zones of hydraulic conductivity in layer 2
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Appendix Table 2.  Referenced values of hydraulic conductivity zones in layer 2

 

 

Zone Kx (ft/day) Kz (ft/day) 

1 1.166293427 4.96853E-06 

2 1.274127407 4.35771E-06 

3 0.534227711 4.4212E-06 

4 1.421154975 4.55035E-06 

5 1.426284984 6.28824E-06 

6 0.797255064 4.85504E-06 

7 1.091342348 5.36094E-06 

8 69.91288885 4.63271E-06 

9 284.6948241 5.74911E-06 

10 0.048537583 5.70779E-06 

11 27.08268023 4.98991E-06 

12 1.434605739 5.23714E-06 

13 0.622458364 8.93304E-06 

14 5.123424788 4.2457E-06 

15 0.880248385 4.52443E-06 

16 1.037184305 4.90959E-06 

17 118.6316633 6.16625E-06 

18 0.55958731 5.67806E-06 

19 2.098326485 4.07624E-06 

20 301.4569769 5.67023E-06 

21 0.493246583 6.67569E-06 

22 0.092490495 4.35863E-06 

23 1.02564333 6.08848E-06 

24 1.142895935 4.14232E-06 

25 35.08976112 4.70609E-06 

26 1.301530187 6.20503E-06 

27 4.16733973 5.34702E-06 

28 2.932533962 4.92369E-06 

29 0.007392762 7.35623E-06 

30 0.082049682 4.12816E-06 

31 1.643702722 6.90668E-06 

32 3.686944131 5.55219E-06 

33 0.890809901 5.47261E-06 

34 28.739103 6.64206E-06 

35 0.004400588 3.59023E-06 

36 43.4645187 4.84341E-06 

37 3.34332285 6.24921E-06 

 

 

 

Zone Kx (ft/day) Kz (ft/day) 

38 2.27524 5.448000E-06 

39 2.552079 4.995577E-06 

40 0.313088 4.832418E-06 

41 1.557504 3.279503E-06 

42 1.831676 6.385225E-06 

43 6.45979 6.069410E-06 

44 1.828394 5.155162E-06 

45 1.245446 6.877054E-06 

46 2.235369 6.446362E-06 

47 2.882116 5.836271E-06 

48 1.791125 5.802006E-06 

49 0.481257 5.410561E-06 

50 1.710888 7.555831E-06 

51 1.310704 4.106146E-06 

52 1.284076 3.683687E-06 

53 1.187483 7.443177E-06 

54 1.448002 4.243674E-06 

55 1.550404 7.546721E-06 

56 1.891205 5.759869E-06 

57 1.601733 5.492527E-06 

58 1.61135 4.145813E-06 

59 1.357539 6.377356E-06 

60 81.90051 1.134204E-05 

61 32.41316 1.115826E-05 

62 34.01698 8.048412E-06 

63 41.37096 8.930549E-06 

64 59.26743 8.048418E-06 

65 93.94495 8.862679E-06 

66 31.48062 8.076510E-06 

67 43.74714 7.239336E-06 

68 39.75752 1.006000E-05 

69 42.78252 7.329871E-06 

70 48.03175 8.285291E-06 

71 52.21067 7.291676E-06 

72 104.2651 8.906199E-06 

73 4.094098 7.327806E-06 
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Appendix Figure 3.  Individually calibrated zones of hydraulic conductivity in layer 3 
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Appendix Table 3.  Referenced values of hydraulic conductivity zones in layer 3

Zone Kx (ft/day) Kz (ft/day) 

1 1.529983431 9.06378E-08 

2 1.781355383 1.14469E-07 

3 3.882147811 1.08877E-07 

4 1.61300439 1.0317E-07 

5 1.63122181 1.31431E-07 

6 7.169773422 1.60331E-07 

7 2.217085262 1.49867E-07 

8 4.315761951 1.32911E-07 

9 1.226029102 1.41371E-07 

10 0.930053148 1.66621E-07 

11 167.386377 1.44295E-07 

12 19.75191914 3.34822E-07 

13 10.16199806 5.09786E-07 

14 2.241779798 1.66617E-07 

15 0.552704098 1.86945E-07 

16 13.13484239 5.50635E-07 

17 6.242265073 2.86917E-07 

18 10.31682162 3.72353E-07 

19 7.43001046 2.79826E-07 

20 0.673782617 2.89928E-07 

21 1.092555236 2.99709E-07 

22 1.296330031 3.10168E-07 

23 0.920960577 3.19753E-07 

24 0.951230898 3.29395E-07 

25 0.871439953 3.40114E-07 

26 0.099655173 3.50111E-07 

27 1.314518956 3.6009E-07 

28 2.142542397 3.70377E-07 

29 0.78071152 3.79454E-07 

30 0.155766395 3.89388E-07 

31 0.504403299 4.00318E-07 

32 1.143082866 4.10223E-07 

33 0.073753557 4.20246E-07 

34 2.324233122 4.29923E-07 

35 0.646181665 4.39798E-07 

36 2.73824502 4.49944E-07 

37 0.955010405 4.60424E-07 

38 0.976248921 4.69259E-07 

 

 

 

 

 

Zone Kx (ft/day) Kz (ft/day) 

39 0.362809 4.79523E-07 

40 0.300376 4.90120E-07 

41 3.820127 5.01100E-07 

42 1.193843 5.08907E-07 

43 0.028435 5.19893E-07 

44 3.405456 5.29045E-07 

45 20.58836 5.38534E-07 

46 2.312572 5.49625E-07 

47 0.259361 5.60916E-07 

48 0.651876 5.70145E-07 

49 3.080518 5.80367E-07 

50 0.178753 5.89742E-07 

51 1.462367 6.01586E-07 

52 3.079869 6.09794E-07 

53 0.714515 6.20047E-07 

54 1.55361 6.30346E-07 

55 1.508284 6.42123E-07 

56 1.058593 6.50603E-07 

57 0.853632 6.59315E-07 

58 0.778825 6.70063E-07 

59 1.200722 6.79358E-07 

60 0.895211 6.89798E-07 

61 0.965504 7.00106E-07 

62 1.181949 7.09996E-07 

63 0.83708 7.20861E-07 

64 0.993953 7.32075E-07 

65 0.970615 7.41612E-07 

66 0.859526 7.50871E-07 

67 0.938428 7.58088E-07 

68 66.77386 8.03517E-06 

69 70.45127 8.03460E-06 

70 29.96337 8.02717E-06 

71 80.28088 8.02908E-06 

72 38.76356 8.02652E-06 

73 28.21088 8.05270E-06 

74 79.42283 8.03786E-06 

75 98.63577 8.03921E-06 

76 23.29753 4.44735E-05 

77 31.81655 5.01525E-05 
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Appendix Figure 4.  Individually calibrated zones of hydraulic conductivity in layer 4 
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Appendix Table 4.  Referenced values of hydraulic conductivity zones in layer 4 

 

Zone Kx (ft/day) Kz (ft/day) 

1 12.8940926 5.36267E-06 

2 16.71156011 5.62397E-06 

3 4.484075897 5.6579E-06 

4 0.785655991 5.58202E-06 

5 5.392186104 5.64136E-06 

6 2.233707822 5.61661E-06 

7 5.15898084 5.56638E-06 

8 3.2409424 5.57956E-06 

9 4.481929253 5.58365E-06 

10 1.251983356 5.53399E-06 

11 1.791260242 5.59742E-06 

12 0.141672734 5.55364E-06 

13 7.870531399 5.29484E-06 

14 1.298059837 5.16421E-06 

15 0.463579323 5.54457E-06 

16 1.121436333 5.33929E-06 

17 0.744576211 5.26627E-06 

18 4.173488873 5.31531E-06 

19 1.245110804 5.14703E-06 

20 8.733691804 5.53576E-06 

21 4.614323004 5.33079E-06 

22 0.308586522 5.27811E-06 

23 2.869836043 5.3305E-06 

24 3.504070327 5.48615E-06 

25 1.208289786 5.47808E-06 

26 1.041211872 5.29997E-06 

27 0.470393882 5.50708E-06 

28 0.88419641 5.52011E-06 

29 0.534669278 5.38491E-06 

30 69.09074839 5.44501E-06 

31 0.544742476 5.09241E-06 

32 1.892024993 5.47402E-06 

33 1.489575582 5.16729E-06 

34 0.098063689 5.48901E-06 

35 112.8934686 5.4835E-06 

36 0.111916776 5.42334E-06 

37 1.40554162 5.42874E-06 

38 1.577929193 5.09663E-06 

39 3.740898902 5.11278E-06 

40 2.94065811 5.43836E-06 

41 0.939789899 5.4164E-06 

42 3.066413717 5.43558E-06 

43 0.010477745 5.3811E-06 

44 0.614669611 5.06415E-06 

45 28.95612064 5.35282E-06 

46 2.726337677 5.17586E-06 

Zone Kx (ft/day) Kz (ft/day) 

47 34.85419 5.39333E-06 

48 0.013562 5.25897E-06 

49 2.433768 5.08070E-06 

50 0.978663 5.12558E-06 

51 0.228036 5.25409E-06 

52 0.531251 5.12921E-06 

53 0.022392 5.23380E-06 

54 4.691218 5.19033E-06 

55 2.248275 5.36397E-06 

56 7.5107 5.08799E-06 

57 2.348594 5.05438E-06 

58 5.605062 5.06897E-06 

59 0.714841 5.00230E-06 

60 0.931787 5.20346E-06 

61 0.225063 5.20357E-06 

62 0.490368 5.21622E-06 

63 1.495181 5.25154E-06 

64 1.432682 4.98904E-06 

65 0.914918 5.02227E-06 

66 3.127337 5.03196E-06 

67 0.508759 5.02558E-06 

68 98.73727 8.04207E-06 

69 59.06281 8.04166E-06 

70 52.66162 8.05604E-06 

71 48.24261 8.01961E-06 

72 77.69117 8.04603E-06 

73 29.85401 8.03504E-06 

74 24.30798 8.03383E-06 

75 31.85813 8.03613E-06 

76 52.31255 8.04633E-06 

77 19.32275 8.03831E-06 

78 37.3837 8.06055E-06 

79 28.44083 8.00370E-06 

80 26.14069 8.05048E-06 

81 33.55364 8.05944E-06 

82 1.184265 5.01317E-06 

83 0.246476 5.03115E-06 

84 40.27977 5.05251E-06 

85 3.526616 2.52017E-07 

86 2.155993 2.69460E-07 

87 4.134398 3.10426E-07 

88 2.967939 3.07911E-07 

89 0.104366 2.10572E-06 

90 19.42882 6.33004E-05 

91 13.36117 5.65585E-05 
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Appendix Figure 5.  Individually calibrated zones of hydraulic conductivity in layer 5 
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Appendix Table 5.  Referenced values of hydraulic conductivity zones in layer 5

Zone Kx (ft/day) Kz (ft/day) 

1 0.808314908 3.00133E-06 

2 0.160042947 3.01492E-06 

3 1.102387155 3.01937E-06 

4 2.580110241 3.02965E-06 

5 1.308545939 3.03862E-06 

6 0.984848764 3.027E-06 

7 0.884944812 3.06059E-06 

8 1.031131959 3.07278E-06 

9 0.767297363 3.0753E-06 

10 1.256604228 3.09485E-06 

11 0.85358502 3.0925E-06 

12 0.80367342 3.10832E-06 

13 0.487899679 3.12731E-06 

14 0.646245913 3.13001E-06 

15 0.61768675 3.1443E-06 

16 0.260784482 3.15637E-06 

17 0.647332588 3.14735E-06 

18 0.78646418 3.17202E-06 

19 0.275258127 3.17565E-06 

20 0.896803333 3.18772E-06 

21 0.386315949 3.20396E-06 

22 0.938876394 3.20909E-06 

23 0.635079641 3.23276E-06 

24 0.814175354 3.22752E-06 

25 10.69197431 3.24589E-06 

26 1.218737852 3.25242E-06 

27 0.955586081 3.26085E-06 

28 0.103659806 3.27176E-06 

29 2.178403346 3.2886E-06 

30 0.542276697 3.29363E-06 

31 1.407435571 3.29876E-06 

32 0.517509322 3.30754E-06 

33 1.464227513 3.32187E-06 

34 1.12933445 3.33011E-06 

35 7.268580126 3.33755E-06 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zone Kx (ft/day) Kz (ft/day) 

36 8.147558 3.35724E-06 

37 0.758936 3.35450E-06 

38 0.733086 3.36113E-06 

39 1.145542 3.37680E-06 

40 2.150835 3.38703E-06 

41 1.637661 3.39833E-06 

42 1.899445 3.42609E-06 

43 0.563397 3.42399E-06 

44 0.118863 3.42692E-06 

45 0.557197 3.43522E-06 

46 0.282324 3.42274E-06 

47 0.00501 3.46439E-06 

48 0.401019 3.47482E-06 

49 3.400192 3.48215E-06 

50 0.541136 3.48568E-06 

51 0.825595 3.50058E-06 

52 1.479191 3.51905E-06 

53 0.408475 3.52782E-06 

54 2.8822 3.53038E-06 

55 0.697439 3.54016E-06 

56 0.800917 3.55018E-06 

57 1.026797 3.56035E-06 

58 1.838892 3.56686E-06 

59 0.572432 3.57403E-06 

60 0.800638 3.58612E-06 

61 1.065122 3.59708E-06 

62 1.165644 3.60785E-06 

63 0.717275 3.62125E-06 

64 0.906729 3.62480E-06 

65 0.507382 3.64290E-06 

66 2.259308 3.65307E-06 

67 0.940971 3.66185E-06 

68 7.917375 2.30105E-07 

69 5.003376 2.40156E-07 

70 22.5982 2.27134E-05 
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